
AN ANALYSIS OF GREEK SCULPTURES

The Romans inherited much of the Ancient Greeks' formative and inventive techniques in the art of sculpting. However,
the sculptures of two.

The one most widely held is that early Greek sculpture was based on Egyptian sculpture - because of the pose
especially of the male figure , the wig-like coiffure, and perhaps the technique of carving hard stone. There
was still plenty of work to be done. Many statues were given jewellery, as can be seen from the holes for
attaching it, and held weapons or other objects in different materials. Statue A which is depicted above is of a
young warrior, while statue B which is not depicted is of an older warrior wearing a helmet. Statues in the
Archaic period were not all intended to represent specific individuals. The Mourning Women All 48 mourning
women can be grouped according to different combinations of dress, hairstyle, gesture, and facial expression.
Grave reliefs developed their own conventions of domestic scenes of pleasure or grief and votive reliefs often
depicted the appropriate divinities with worshippers approaching them, but the figures of the dead or the
donors remained standard types. The application of paint enlivened the figures, making them more convincing
stand-ins for real mourners. Then, probably about the middle of the sixth century, a process of hollow casting,
which had been used for some time for smallish objects, was borrowed and developed for full-size statues.
Farkas, Ann E. The Riace Bronze with its naturalistic but unrealistic symmetry and human perfection, its
Contrapposto pose with one side in motion while the other is at rest is a quintessential example of a Greek
Classical Period statue. It once held a lance or spear like weapon in its right hand and a shield strapped to its
left forearm. The scale of the statue also attests to the flexibility of the medium with it measuring nearly seven
feet in height. During the Classical age, sculptors were preoccupied with physically "perfect", youthful
figures. Brown, Katharine R. Marble, which was used from the beginning, occurs in several places in and
around the Aegean, though not in South Italy and Sicily. They were depictions of an idealâ€”beauty, piety,
honor or sacrifice. In the fifth century, for a full-size statue the base was commonly rather less than a foot high
and its surface might be finished only with the point, though later there was a tendency to produce something
taller and more ornate. At this stage the casting has a granular skin, which needed scraping off; cracks were
plugged and faults made good by cutting out and filling with strips of metal plate the rectangular depressions
visible on some surviving statues are such cuttings from which the fillings have fallen out. Colin, Ralph F.
This method of assembly ensured a more visually appealing finish, but it also would have presented a
challenge to the artist. Holes that appear in the hem of each skirt visible in the image at the top of this post
were probably used to secure the statues in the tomb, perhaps to a base 7. This smoothing did not produce the
high gloss of much Roman and recent sculpture. Metal, of course, was worth digging for and so less than a
score of Greek bronzes have turned up that are reasonably complete, several of them dredged up from the sea.
Right: Examining an X-radiograph of one of the mourning women  The statue was constructed in parts, before
being dismembered and buried in two separate graves. Brown, Katharine Reynolds. Pliny's account, mainly
second-hand, is compounded of colourful but untrustworthy anecdotes, lists of sculptors and their most
famous works, and a series of stylistic judgments that were probably taken from a Greek critic of the third
century with a good and sensitive knowledge of Classical sculpture c. If so, it would be the earliest known
depiction of myth in the history of Greek sculpture. Lefkowitz, Joseph V. That presumably is why the first
statue of a nude female did not occur till the middle of the fourth century, though in vase painting and for
figurines and indeed in relief sculpture nudes had been accepted long before. Many of these statues were
worshipped as god or goddess. If, though, Egyptian art had no direct part in the creation of Greek sculpture, it
may yet have had some influence later. Mertens, J. Most of these uses of sculpture were connected with
sanctuaries and graves, but even if religion permeated Greek life, Greek art was in no significant sense
religious. We started by taking an X-radiograph of each mourner. If the mold was of plaster an extra operation
was necessary, since the plaster had to be removed carefully from the wax-covered core and replaced by a
thick coating of clay. The median used for this sculpture was bronze.


